I. INTRODUCTION
The perpendicular magnetic anisotropy energy constant KU is an important property of the magneto-optical recording media. Measurement of K, has been the subject of many investigations. The purpose of the present article is to compare several techniques which have been frequently used in measuring Ku for magneto-optical recording media. Such a comparison is necessary because often different techniques give different results. The differences in the measured KU stem from the different micromagnetic processes involved.
The article is organized as follows. The various techniques employed in this work are described in Sec. II. The experimental data of K, for four amorphous Tb,(FeCo) I--X and two multilayered Co/Pt thin film samples are presented in Sec. III. These data show that the value of K,, obtained for Tb,( FeCo) 1--x samples depends on the technique utilized, while for Co/Pt samples all the techniques give the same result. In Sec. IV, we interpret the differences for Tb,( FeCo) 1--x samples based on the canting between the RE and TM subnetwork magnetizations. Concluding remarks are presented in Sec. V.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUES
A. Stoner-Wohlfarth model-the theoretical basis
The measured anisotropy constant KU is commonly deduced from the experimental data based on the StonerWohlfarth (SW) model "' under the assumption of the coherent magnetization rotation. In this model the total magnetic energy density of the film is written (see Fig. l ), Et,, = -H&f, cos ( CL -0) -27~Mf sin' 0 + KU sin ' 0, (1) where the three terms are the external field energy, the demagnetizing energy and the uniaxial anisotropy energy, respectively. In general, the uniaxial anisotropy energy has the form KU, sin2 8+ Ku2 sin4 8+ * * ., but we found that the first term is sufficient to match the experimental data for our samples. In the experiment, H and a are known, and one measures essentially h4, and 0, using different techniques, e.g., torque magnetometry, the magnetooptical Kerr effect, or the extraordinary Hall effect. With H, a, iU, and 0 known, one can find K, from the energy minimum condition, namely, -= -HM,sin(a--0) + (K,--22?rMi)sin(20) =O. ao (2) To get higher accuracy, one usually measures a series of data with varying H or a, and then uses the SW solution to best fit the curve by adjusting K,. 6. The techniques 
Therefore, by plotting ( L/H)2 vs L, one can find M, and K, from the intercept and the slope of the straight line passing through the experimental data.3-6 One advantage of this method is that K, and M, can be obtained simultaneously.
Techniques based on Hall effect and Kerr effect
For a magnetic thin film the extraordinary Hall voltage and the magneto-optical polar Kerr rotation angle are proportional to the perpendicular component IU, of the magnetization M.le9 By properly normalizing the Hall/Kerr signal to the height of the hysteresis loop and taking the inverse cosine of the normalized value, we can find the angle 0 of M as a function of the magnitude H and direction a of the applied field, i.e., 8 = 0( H,a). The saturation magnetization MS can be measured by the vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) or by torque measurement.
In the Hall effect measurement the ordinary Hall effect produced by the applied magnetic field must be eliminated. For the Tb,(FeCo) I--X and Co/Pt samples studied in this article, the ordinary Hall effect is usually less than 1% of the measured signal. However, the change of the ordinary Hall signal during the measuring process (due to the change of the external field) can constitute a significant portion in the variation of the total signal, from which Ku is derived. This is especially true for samples near the compensation point, where the magnetization can only be slightly tilted because of the large anisotropy field, and the ordinary Hall effect can be dominant in the measured signal variations. We use the following method to eliminate the ordinary Hall effect. The measured Hall signal S is contributed by both extraordinary Hall effect S, and ordinary Hall effect S,, i.e., S=S,(M, cos e) +S,(H cos a), where S, is proportional to M, or cos 8, and S, to the perpendicular component of the applied field. To deduce 8 for given a and H, we basically need three signals: the signal under zero field St =S,(M,); the signal under a perpendicular field of magnitude H cos a, which is equal to S2=S,(M,)+SO(Hcosa); and the signal under the desired field (with magnitude H and angle a) which is S's =S,(M, cos 0) +.S,(H cos a). With these signals, the tilted angle 8 can be found from the equation cos 8 =S,(M, cos 0)/S,(M,) = (S3+S, -S,>/S,. In measuring WH,a), one can either change a or H, which leads to the following techniques:
Measuring Hall effect with 45" externalfield: The function 0 (H,a=45") is obtained by applying a 45" field and measuring the Hall voltage. In this technique the ordinary Hall effect must be eliminated from the measured signal. Although the torque is not measured directly, one can deduce it from the relation L = HM, sin (45"-e) (with M, measured by VSM), and then find K, in a similar way (plotting L2/H2 vs L) as in the 45" torque measurement. Figure 2 shows the procedure of extracting K,, for a Tb.3 (FeCo) 79.7 sample using this technique. Figure 2 (a) displays the measured signal as a function of the magnitude of the external field applied at 45" to the film normal. The signal variation contains both extraordinary and ordinary Hall effects. Figure 2 (b) displays the measured signal when the field is perpendicularly applied to the sample. In this case the signal variation is contributed only by the ordinary Hall effect. Fig. 2(d) . In Fig. 2 (e) we see that the data points ( L/H)2 vs L form a straight line. The crossing of the straight line at the vertical axis is equal to 0.5 Mz, and the slope is equal to -0.5 Mz/(K,-2?rMz), from which one finds Ku.
Measuring Hall effect with rotating fieid:9 In this method we measure 8(H,a) by rotating the external field (with fixed magnitude H) around the sample from a=0 to 90" while monitoring the Hall voltage. The ordinary Hall effect must be removed from the measured signal.
Measuring Hail effect with in-plane externalJieidz9: In this technique we deduce the magnetization direction 8 (H,a=90") by measuring the Hall voltage versus the magnitude of the field H applied along an in-plane direction. One advantage of this technique is that, since the applied field is in-plane, there is no contribution from the ordinary Hall effect.
Measuring Kerr eflect with in-plane external jield:z8 In this technique we deduce the magnetization direction e( H,a =900) by measuring the Kerr rotation angle 13~ (proportional to cos 0) versus the magnitude H of the field applied along an in-plane (a =90") direction. The wavelength of the laser beam used in the Kerr rotation measurement is 632 nm.
It is worth pointing out that the techniques using different external fields have some differences. For example, in the 45" field techniques, the tilted angle of the magnetization vector is usually small, because the field itself is 45 (not too much) tilted from the film normal direction. In the in-plane field techniques, the field does have the maximum tilted angle, but the magnetization rotation of the sample (especially the Co/Pt samples) may become incoherent as the field is increased to certain thresholds.9r'0 The coherent rotation angle of the magnetization vector may thus be limited. The rotating field technique provides the largest coherent rotation angle of M, because to some ex- technique can fluctuate from one place to another, and is suitable for films of small thicknesses. One can make use of this feature to measure the spatial distribution of K,. In contrast to the Kerr effect technique, the Hall effect signal is contributed by the entire sample, and the measured K, thus reflects a "bulk" property.
Ill. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
The main difference between the Kerr effect and the In this section we present the measured magnetic anHall effect techniques is in the measured volume of the isotropy energy constants K, and some other magnetic magnetic material. The Kerr signal is contributed by a properties for four amorphous Tb,(FeCO) I--X and two small volume of the magnetic material which is located at multilayered Co/Pt thin-film samples. We use K,(45"/T), the focus of the incident light (in the range of millimeters K,(45"/H), K,(Rot/H), K,(90"/H), and K,(90"/K) to or smaller) and near the film surface (with a depth of a few indicate the anisotropy energy constants measured by the hundred A). Therefore, the Ku measured by the Kerr effect aforementioned "45" field/torque," "45" field/Hall effect,"
H ( "rotating field/Hall effect, " "in-plane field/Hall effect," and "in-plane field/Kerr effect" techniques.
The amorphous Tb,(FeCO) l--X samples with x=20.3%, 21.4%, 24.9%, and 26.4% are all 800 A thick, sputter-deposited on glass substrates from an alloy target. The saturation magnetization of these samples was measured both with a VSM and with a torque magnetometer. The plot of M, vs Tb content x in Fig. 4(a) shows a dip around x,=23% which corresponds to the compensation composition at room temperature. The measured coerciv- ity H, shows a divergence around x0 as expected for ferrimagnetic materials. A detailed study on coercivity mechanism can be found in recent papers by Giles and Mansuripur" and by Suzuki et al. I2 The MS data measured by the 45" torque technique agree well with those obtained using the VSM. Table I . Here we observe the following features: feature 1, K,(45"/T) and K,( 9O"/K) drop in the neighborhood of the compensation composition. Feature 2, for a given sample, K,(45"/7') is almost always smaller than K, measured by the Kerr effect or Hall effect techniques. The difference is particularly large near the compensation composition. Feature 3, for FeCo dominant samples (x < x,) , K,( Rot/H) and K, ( 90"/ H) decrease as x approaches x, while for Tb dominant samples (X > x,), they increase as x approaches x, indicating a discontinuous jump in K, at the compensation point.
In studying the above samples, we also measured M, H, Ku as functions of temperature T. temperature to 125 "C. Feature 3 as mentioned above can be clearly seen in Fig. 5 (c) . That is, the Tb2& FeCo) 73,6 sample, which is nearest to the compensation composition with RE dominant in the temperature range of 25-75 "C [cf. Fig. 5 (a) ], exhibits the largest K,,. The Tb,,,b(FeCo)7s,6 sample, which is nearest to the compensation composition with TM dominant in the ranges of 25-100 "C [cf. Fig. 5(a) ], shows the smallest Ku. At 125 "C this sample is far away from the compensation point and does not show the smallest Ku any more.
In order to compare the "45" field/Hall effect" tech- nique with other techniques, we remeasured the four Tb,(FeCo) l--x samples nine months after the above measurements. This time we used the VSM to measure IU, and used the "in-plane field/Hall effect," "45" field/Hall effect" and "in-plane field/Kerr effect" techniques to measure K,.
The measured data are presented in Table II . One can see that the M, values deviate slightly from the previous measurements, but the values of K,, and H, drop significantly. We believe that these changes are due to structural relaxation, because a small change of atomic positions does not affect the magnetic moment, but it can severely affect the anisotropy. In Table II we see that K,(9O"/K) still shows feature 1 and K,(9o"/H) still shows feature 3. Most importantly, we find a new feature: feature 4, K,(4S'/H) is usually greater than K,( 9o"/H). The origin of the four features will be explained in Sec. IV by considering the canting between the RE and TM subnetwork magnetizations. To compare the techniques for single subnetwork ferromagnetic samples (where canting is absent), we investigated two sputtered Co( 3 A)/Pt( 10 A) thin film samples. The 234-A-thick film was deposited on a silicon substrate, and the 260-A-thick film was deposited on a glass substrate. Table III summarizes the measured data of J4, using VSM and torque magnetometry and the values of K,, determined with the various techniques. We see that all the different techniques agree very well with each other. For the 260-A-thick sample we measured K,( T), M,(T), H,(T), and e,(T) in the temperature range from -175 "C to + 125 "C. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . The two curves of K,, were obtained using the Hall effect/in-plane field and the Kerr effect/in-plane field techniques. Unlike the Tb,(FeCo),_, samples, the values measured by the Kerr effect technique (using a wavelength of 632 nm) are also very close to the Hall effect measurements. The reason may be that the Co/Pt samples are much thinner than the Tb,(FeCo)t-, samples, so that the incident light can go through the whole thickness and the Kerr signal thus gives the bulk value of Ku, as is the case with the Hall effect measurements. Another reason could be that, in contrast to the Tb,( FeCo) I--X samples where the RE and TM con- 
IV. THE CANTING MODEL EXPLANATION
It should be emphasized that, in all the aforementioned techniques, K, is extracted from the experimental data on the basis of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. This treatment is only suitable for the coherent rotation of magnetization. If the coherent rotation were the case, Ku should not have depended on the technique. It is also worth pointing out that the drop in K, near the compensation point is only apparent, i.e., it does not correspond to a decrease of the anisotropy energy required to bring the subnetwork magnetization to in-plane direction. This nature is also reflected by the fact that the width and the depth of the drop depend on the measurement techniques.
In this section we show that the four features observed for the Tb,( FeCo) 1--X samples originate from the canting between the RE and TM subnetwork magnetizations. The cantin f model was first proposed by Rinaldi and Pareti in 1979.' They pointed out that in RE-TM compounds the exchange coupling is not strong enough to force the two subnetworks into complete alignment. Based on this concept, Sarkis and Callen showed that for ferrimagnetic RE-TM alloys the canting can lead to an apparent drop of anisotropy constant (measured by torque) near the compensation point.i4 This apparent drop of K, was also observed by Takagi ef al. I5 and Hellman et al., 16 and discussed recently by Hellman et al. " The aim of this section is to study the influence of the canting on the anisotropy constant measured by the techniques based on the Hall and Kerr effects. The canting model takes into account the individual directions of the subnetwork magnetizations MR for RE and MT for TM, see Fig. 7(a) . Based on this model it becomes clear why the torque, Hall effect, and Kerr effect techniques give different K,, because the signal comes from different sources. The measured torque is associated with the net magnetization of the RE and TM subnetworks; the Hall effect is contributed by the TM subnetwork magnetization; and the Kerr effect is mainly contributed by the TM subnetwork, but a small part of the signal also comes from the RE subnetwork, depending on the laser wavelength.
In torque measurement, the reason why a small canting (usually on the order of 1") can cause a large discrepancy in K, can be easily explained as follows: Consider the Fig. 7(a) . Obviously, this large 8 is not a result of small Ku, but a result of the canting near compensation. Therefore, using the SW model to treat the data of 0 would lead to an apparent drop in K,. Far away from the compensation, the small canting only causes a slight tilt of M from the subnetwork magnetizations, see Fig. 7(b) , and both the Stoner-Wohlfarth model and the canting model give the same result for Ku. In the following we discuss the canting model in some detail. Let us first study the RE-dominant case (i.e., MR > M,) shown in Fig. 7(a) . In terms of Mi and MT, and the subnetwork anisotropy constants KR and KT, the total energy is written
Here the first three terms are the external, anisotropy, and demagnetizing energy density. The last term is the exchange coupling energy density between RE and TM subnetworks. By calculating the exchange energy between RE and TM atoms per unit volume, one can show that the dimensionless coupling constant ;1 is given by
where 2 is the average coordination number (number of nearest neighbor atoms), wn&,, the exchange energy per RE-TM pair,.N the total atomic number density, gaz and gTM the gyromagnetic factor, and pB( = 9.27 x 10e2* emu) the Bohr magneton. The various numbers for a specific RE-TM material can be found in Ref.
18. For Tb,( FeCo) iVXT, we have Z= 12, JR&=&, = -lo-l5 erg, gan = 1.5, gTM=2. Thus, using N= 5~ 10z2 cme3, we have ,l2-1800. It is worth pointing out that ,% is independent of temperature and composition within the framework of the mean-field theory. The temperature and composition dependence of the exchange energy ( -AMR *MT) are contained in MR and MP
The solution for OR and Or of Eq. (3 ) can be found by minimizing E,,, with respect to 8, and eP Near compensation, both eR and eT are small (e.g., < lo"), and Eq. 
Now we discuss the behavior of K,, (as defined in the SW model) based on the canting model. The numerical results are plotted in Fig. 8 . Let us first discuss the torque measurement. The torque L is given by L=HM sin(a--8).
From 
From Eqs. (5) and (6) of L for a=45", which is generally a curve (not a straight line as predicted by the SW model) due to the canting, as observed in our torque measurement. Using a straight line (L/H)*=a-b L to match this curve by the least squares method, we find the coefficients a and b, and K,, is then given by K,=4?ra+a/b, see Sec. II A. Equations (3), (5), and (6) are for MR > Mn but the solution for the case MR < M, can be obtained simply by making the change R++T in the subscripts.
In the Hall/Kerr effect measurements, the signal is known to be mainly contributed by the TM. In the calcu- lations we have assumed all the measured signal is contributed by the TM subnetwork. In extracting K,, from the experimental data based on the SW model, this assumption means 8 in the SW model is considered to be 1 eT I, where we have assumed 8 to be positive because it is deduced from cos eT in the Hall/Kerr measurement. The theoretical K, for the Hall/Kerr techniques is calculated in the following way. For a given series of field strength and angle {H,aJ, which simulates a specific technique (45", in-plane or rotating field), we first use the canting model solution Eq. (5) to obtain a series of data points C&,t,i = I e,( Hi,ai) I. On the other hand, we also find a series of data points esw,i = 8 (Hi,ai) from the SW model for given MS= 1 , (unknown) . The error between the two series of data Zi (Gcant,i -e,,,i)* is a function of K,. We can thus find K,, by minimizing the error.
To numerically simulate our measurements, we allowed the atomic percentage of the RE element, X,, to vary from 0.19 to 0.27, but kept the temperature at room temperature. Based on the room temperature experimental data of M, we use MR=2644XR emu cmV3, MT=799 ( 1 -X,) emu cme3. Thus, for the ( FeCo) -dominant sample n20.3(Fec0)79.7
we have Ms=MT--MR= 100 emu cmm3, for the Tb-dominant sample Tb26,4(FeCo)73,6 we have MS = MR-MT= 110 emu cmw3. The room temperature compensation composition is x,=23.2%, at which MR=MT =613 emu cmm3. KT is assumed to be zero. KR is chosen to be equal to 2.05 x 107X, erg cmw3, which is the only parameter that we adjust to match the experimental data. We use the mean-field theory result for the exchange coupling constant, i.e., A.= 1800.
The calculated Ku vs ( MR--MT) for the torque and Hall effect techniques are shown in Fig. 8 . The solid line is the subnetwork anisotropy constant KR, which is the intrinsic physical property of the material. by the dot-dashed curve, the dashed curve, and the dotted curve, respectively. The calculated K,( 45"/H) (not shown) is found to be actually equal to the calculated K,( Rot/H). To attempt a quantitative comparison between the calculated and the measured K,, the experimental data based on the three techniques are also shown in Fig. 8 . From this figure we see that the canting model results show all the four features observed in the measurements as we mentioned in Sec. III. That is, K,(45"/T) drops near compensation composition (feature 1); K,( 45"/ T) is smaller than K, measured by the Hall/Kerr effect techniques (feature 2); near compensation, K,,( Rot/H) and K,(9O"/H) exhibit a dip for TM-dominant samples and a peak for RE dominant samples (feature 3) ; K,( 45"/ H) =K,(Rot/H) > K,(9o"/H) (feature 4). We have thus shown how the canting causes the various apparent behaviors of K, near the compensation point. These features are found to be general in the canting model, as far as the parameters used are of the correct order of magnitude as listed below Eq. (4).
The physics of the dip and the peak appearing near the compensation point can be explained with the help of Fig.  9 . The dashed arrows represent the magnetization in the case of infinite coupling. In reality, the coupling constant is finite, which has the following consequences: In the case of M,> MR, M, (which provides the main part of the Hall signal) is more tilted than the dashed arrow, while the opposite is true in the case of MR > M,. This leads to an underestimate of Ku for the TM-dominant case and an overestimate for the RE-dominant case.
It is important to notice that the extent of the apparent deviations is much different for the various techniques. In the torque technique the apparent dip is very wide and starts at I MR-MT1 ~100 emu cmm3, see Fig. 8 . In the Hall/Kerr effect case the width of the apparent dip and peak depends on whether the RE contributes to the signal.
Let SRE be the percentage contributed by RE to the total measured signal. It is generally believed that SnE < 50%, as evidenced by the fact that the hysteresis loop switches sign as the sample crosses the compensation point. Our simulations (not shown) show that both dip and peak are very narrow for S uz=O; they become broader with increasing SnE (but even for SRE = 40% they are still much narrower than the torque case); and in the limiting case of SRE = 50% the peak disappears and the dip becomes very wide (similar to torque). To match the Hall effect experimental data K,( Rot/H) and K,( 9o"/H), we have used S,,=O (see Fig. 8 ). The fact that K,(90"/K) do not show the peak means that SRE for Kerr effect is larger than zero. This result (i.e., SRE= 0 for Hall effect and S,,> 0 for Kerr effect) is consistent with the mechanisms for the extraordinary Hall effect and the magneto-optical Kerr effect."
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this article we have experimentally demonstrated and theoretically shown that the so-called intrinsic magnetic anisotropy constant Ku for ferrimagnetic RE-TM materials as defined in the SW model is dependent on the measurement technique. Five different techniques based on torque, Hall effect, and Kerr effect are discussed. The main difference among the techniques comes from the fact that they measure different combinations of the RE and TM subnetwork magnetizations which are not strictly antiparallel, as it is taken for granted in most cases. Due to the canting between RE and TM subnetworks, all the techniques produce some unexpected behavior in KU. The torque technique produces a wide and deep apparent dip. The Hall effect techniques produce a much narrower dip for the TM-dominant case and a narrow peak for the REdominant case. The Kerr effect technique is much like Hall effect technique, although it does not produce the apparent peak. In this regard, the Hall and Kerr effect techniques are more applicable for ferrimagnetic RE-TM samples. However, for a complete characterization of a RE-TM sample, one must know all the subnetwork properties including M,, MT, KR, KT, and A, which can only be determined when both e, (H,a) and f3r(H,a) are measured. None of the techniques discussed in this article is capable on its own to provide complete information on both 8, and eT. To achieve this goal, one has to combine two different techniques, for example the torque and the Hall effect techniques, in the measurements.
